With the rapid developing of wireless communication technology and the growing user service, the demand on the system capacity from users is growing. In the LTE network, the uneven load distribution makes that network resource is not fully utilized, which results that the capacity is limited. In this paper, a novel optimizing mechanism of network load balancing based on the network manager is proposed. The eNBs in the network will broadcast the current load status by the way of adapting a new message format with the life cycle bit when the load of the cell is changed, then the serving eNB can decide which part of users in the cell should transfer to the neighboring cells and send a request to the network manager. The network manager will calculate whether the transferred users make the neighboring cell load exceed the threshold. If not, the users can be transferred to the neighboring cell and release the serving cell's load burdon. Otherwise, the serving cell will search other neighboring cells to transfer the users. The simulation results show that the proposed mechanism will not consume more network resource and improve the network throughput significantly.
In this paper, a novel optimizing mechanism of network load balancing based on the network manager is proposed, which aims to fix the ping-pang effect. The serving eNB receives the current load value and load threshold from the neighboring cells, then calculate which part of users in the serving cell to be transferred and select the amount of transferred load. Then, the serving eNB add the transferred load with the current load value of an adjacent cell. If the sum is smaller than the load threshold of the adjacent cell, the neighboring cell is a candidate cell for the transferred load. The serving eNB will report the cell identification of the candidate cell, the current load value of the candidate cell and the amount of transferred load to the network manager. The network manager calculates the total amount load transferred to the same candidate cell and decides if the transferred load with current load value beyond the threshold. When it is less than the candidate cell load threshold, the candidate cell can be a target cell of serving cell. Then, the serving cell transfers the users to the target cell and releases the load burden. What's more, the proposed mechanism is verified on the LTE system simulation platform. The simulation results show that the proposed mechanism will not consume more network resource and improve the network throughput.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section II, the ping pong effect of load transfer in the MLB is descripted in detail. The proposed optimizing mechanism based on the network manager is discussed in section III. Section IV verifies the proposed optimizing method and analyzes the test result data. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
PingPang Effect of Load Transfer
In LTE system, the situation of overload usually occurs among some cells. For example, some users served by the same cell watching the video at the same time. Then they will occupy the whole system bandwidth which result that other service can not be meet and make the network quality degradation. At the first stage of LTE deployment, LTE network, which is used as a complementary technology of 3G network, should be deployed in some hot spots such as business district or shopping mall. When the cell in these scenarios is overload, it will not only impact the cell itself, but also interference the neighboring cells. So it's reasonable to use load balancing in these scenarios. 3GPP has brought forward a few solutions for that problem after a deep discussion [5]. However, the solution only considers the load of serving cell and neighboring cells, before optimizing the handover parameters, which is not enough accurate. When two overload cells move users to the same light load cell, the phenomenon of load ping pong transfer will appear. This load ping pong transfer situation wastes a mass of bandwidth recourse. The detail description is in R3-101477 [6] , as shown in the Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , cell A is a heavy load cell, so it has to move part of its users to neighboring cell. After negotiating with cell B and Cell D, cell A decide to move part of its users to cell B. At the moment, cell C is overload as well, it also needs to transfer its users to cell B. There are several ways to deal with this situation in the following:
• Cell B rejects cell C's requests. Since cell B already accept some users from cell A and there no more resources for users from cell C. Cell B may accept part of users in cell C. For example, the spare capacity of cell B is 80 users. After receiving 50 users from cell A, there is still 30 users' resources left. But in practice, cell C needs to move 40 users to cell B. In this situation, cell B can only accepts parts of users from cell C. 
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• There are no enough resources in cell B, so cell B request to transfer parts of its users to cell A and make room for cell C's loads. But after receiving loads from cell B, cell A will be overload. At the moment, MLB works in cell A and start to transfer users to cell B again, then cell B transfer loads to cell C, cell C will be overload as well and transfer users to cell B. This situation which is also called load ping pong effect, make the network resource utilization wasteful. In order to solve the above problems, there are three solutions in the following [7, 8] .
• Solution A: Before startup of MLB, the overload cell should know the load state of its neighboring cells and the neighbor's neighboring cells, then decide where to move its users according to these information. • Solution B: The overload cell chooses several candidate cells from its neighboring cells, then start MLB according to the load situation of these candidates. • Solution C: The overload cell regards all neighbor cells as its load balancing candidate cells, then it tries to choose the cell one by one, until finding the appropriate target cell. The drawback of this solution is that when all the neighbor cells don't satisfy the load balancing condition, load balancing will not be executed.
The Optimizing Mechanism
Although the three solutions mentioned above can solve some problems, but also bring a lot of signaling load. Before the cells start to load balancing, the signaling message is the main exchange information with neighboring cells and their neighbors. However, this will cause a sudden increase of load information signaling, which is not conducive to the stability of the network. Analysis of the scene is shown in Figure 2 : In Figure 2 , when Cell 1 is overload, it will send a message to the neighboring cells and neighbor's neighboring cells to require their load states. According to the load distribution in Figure  2 , Cell 1 will choose Cell 3 as its target cell. So, the Cell 1 moves some users to the Cell 3, and Cell 1 will be light load. At the same time, Cell 2, Cell 12 and Cell 13 also move some users to the Cell 4. However, this will make the Cell 4 be too heavy load district, so the Cell 4 will move some users to the Cell 3 which makes the Cell 3 is also too heavy. Then Cell 3 will move its own users to the Cell 1. This back and forth to carry out the MLB action, results in a waste of resources.
To solve these problems, this paper proposes a novel optimizing mechanism of network load balancing based on the network manager. The eNBs in the network will broadcast the current load status when the load of the cell is changed, then the serving eNB can decide which part of users in the cell should transfer to the neighboring cells and send a request to the network manager. The network manager will calculate whether the transferred users make the neighboring cell load exceed the threshold. If not, the users can be transferred to the neighboring cell and release the serving cell's load burdon. Otherwise, the serving cell will search other neighboring cells to transfer the users. The process of proposed mechanism is shown in figure 3 . The detail steps are as following:
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Step1: the serving eNB receives the broadcasting messages from the neighboring cells. In this step, the message includes the sending neighbor cell's current load value and load threshold.
Step2: According to the current load value and threshold in the serving cell, calculating which part of users need to transferred and how much the transferred load is. Step3: The serving eNB add the transferred load with the current load value of neighboring cell to compare with the load threshold in adjacent cell. If the total load is less then threshold, the adjacent cell is a candidate cell.
Step4: The serving eNB report the candidate cell ID, current load value in candidate cell and the transferred load in serving cell. The network manager calculates the total amount load transferred to the same candidate cell and decides if the transferred load with current load value beyond the threshold. When it is less than the candidate cell load threshold, the candidate cell can be a target cell of serving cell.
Step5: The serving eNB transfer some users to the target cell.
In the proposed mechanism, the broadcasting message format is designed in figure 4 . The most field in the message format is the TTL(Time to Live) which is made to avoid signaling overload. When the broadcasting message is forward one time, the value of TTL is reduced by 1. If the TTL value is 0, the message will be discarded.
The proposed optimizing mechanism is based on the network manager to make the decision, which takes into account not only the information of the neighbor's neighbor cells, also takes into account the global information network. So each eNB can select the candidate cell as target cell properly, and not cause the load ping pong effect occurred in the scenario of MLB. What's more, the proposed mechanism is apt to put into use in the operator's network.
Verification
In order to verify the proposed optimizing mechanism, the dynamic simulation system is adopted [9] . The functionalities implemented include channel model, mobility, handover, and power control. These simulations have been conducted in LTE scenario which is composed of seven eNBs and several users. The most relevant simulation parameters have been collected to Table I. In the simulation environment, there is a total of seven base stations which controls three sectors. Figure 5 illustrates that the proposed optimizing mechanism can achieve load balancing and fast convergence. Compared with the multi-hop MLB algorithm, the proposed algorithm occupies less network resources. The main reason is that the proposed algorithm using the centralized architecture among which the network manager can get the whole network information, can make the network fast convergence. What's more, a new broadcasting message format is adopted without causing signaling flooding to avoid consuming more network resources. Figure 6 shows that the proposed optimizing algorithm can significantly improve overall network throughput. Compared to multi-hop MLB algorithm which achieves load balancing step by step, taking into account only the neighboring cells' load information around the overload cell, the proposed optimizing algorithm considers the load of the entire network on the network manager platform, so it can significantly improve the overall network throughput.
Conclusion
This paper analyzes the load transfer ping pong effect within the mobility load balancing in LTE network, which waste a mass of network resource. In order to solve the problem, a novel optimizing mechanism of network load balancing based on network manager is proposed. The optimizing mechanism is a centralized-control method which takes into account not only the information of the neighbor's neighbor cells, also takes into account the global information network. So each eNB can select the appropriate target cell. What's more, the simulation results show that the proposed optimizing mechanism using a special broadcasting message format, can make the network fast convergence without causing signaling flooding, and significantly improve overall network throughput.
